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Is There Day-of-the-week Effect in the Malaysian
Stock Market?
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ABSTMCT

luks at the issue of day-of-the-week ffict in the case of the
ffi,marl<ct, which is an emerging stock market in the Asia-Pacific

bily covers a period between January 1989 and December 1993,
hdices of the rusr. Overall, there seems to be an abnormally

a Fridays, and a low return on Monday, a pattern quite
frnurkcts in the West. However, from statistical point of view,

is not significant, i.e., the Malaysian stock market is still
*wk sense of the fficient market hypothesis, Our results are

wirt those of an earlier study by Md. Nasir and Mohamed
s condacted before the split between the KtsE and ses, but

lctrttr of a more recent study by Clare, Ibrahim and Thomas
- a that the day-of-the-week effect disappears af'ter the

drtc new settlement procedure, called Fixed Delivery and
(fN, beginning i4 January 1990.

ABSTRAK

taot hori-dalam-minggu di pasaran saham Malaysia,
yang sedang membangun di rannuAsia Pasifik

@nasa antara Januari 1989 dan Disember 1993,

funw indelcs utama BSKL. Secara keseluruhannya,
pfuqan abnormal yang tinggi pada hari Jumaat,

furi Isnin, iaitu suatu corak yang agak konsisten
6 Barat. Walau bagaimanapun, secara statistik,

iaitu, pasaran saharn Malaysia masih cekap
dq benuk lemah. Keputusan lajian ini adalah

kajian yang lebih awal oleh Md. Nasir dan
fu scfulum berpisahnya BSKL dengan Pasaran

hgittl hasil kajian ini adalah selai dengan
ta*ini okh Clare, Ibrahim dan Thomas ( 1998),

fui4alam-ming gu lenyap s elepas dipe rkenal
br,, ytg dikenali sebagai Sistem Penyelesaian

'a furuperasi pada bulan Januari 1990.
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INTRODUCTION

Studies on the day-of-the-week effect in the developed stock markets of tb
world have shown the existence of a particular pattern of stock returns

according to the day of the week. In particular, it has been shown that the

average returns on Mondays were significantly negative, and this
phenomenon is known as Monday ffict.On the otherhand, the average returns

on Fridays were abnormally high, and so the termweekend ffict was coined.

Studies by Cross (1973), French (1980), Gibbons and Hess (1981), and

Keim and Stambaugh (1984) documented the significantly negative average

stock returns on Mondays using u.s. stock market indices. French (1980), for
example, studied the daily return on the Standard and Poor's composite
portfolio of the 500 largest firms on the NvsE over a period between 1953 and

1977. He found that the average returns on Mondays were significantly
negative during each of the five year sub-periods and for the overall period.

Keim and Stambaugh (1984) doublod the lenlth of period as examined by
French (1980). They found consistent negative Monday retums throughout

the 55 year period. Jaffe and Westerfield (1985) found similar phenomenon

in the markets of Japan, Australia, Canada and United Kingdom, eventhough

those markets exhibit different patterns in at least one aspect, i.e., Japanese

and Australian markets seem to generate lower returns on Tuesday, as

opposed to the Monday effects found in Canadian and u.s. markets. Another

study on the Canadian market by Bishara (1989), for the period between

January 1968 and March 1987, found that the average retum for Monday was

significantly negative and that for Friday was significantly positive. In
addition, there was an increasing magnitude of a higher Friday positive mean

retum and Monday negative mean return, which was detected growing in
importance over time.

Jaffe, Westerfield and Ma (1989) studied the markets on the u.s., Canada,

Australia and Japan, and found that abnormally low retums on Monday seem

to follow stock market declines. In fact, the Monday effect, according to them,

virtually disappears when the market has previously risen. Also, in five of the

size data sets, the Monday return is found to be significantly higher when the

return over the previous week is above average. Before this, Cross (1973),

Keim and Stambaugh (1984), and Jaffe and Westerfield (1985) pointed out
that Monday retum is positively correlated with the previous Friday return.

Lee, Pettit and Swankoski (1990) studied the day-of+he-week effect on
the markets of Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, Singapore, Taiwan and the u.s,
between January 1980 and December 1988. They found that retums were

negative on Mondays in all markets but Korea and Taiwan. However, the

negative Monday returns in Hong Kong, Japan and Singapore were of a lower
magnitude than what was experienced in the u.s. Tuesday returns were
negative in Japan, Korea and Singapore. Wednesday and Friday retums ranked
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first and second in order of magnitude for the five weekdays, respectively, in
all countries except Thiwan and the u.s. For the u.s. market, the highest return
sas on Friday followed by Wednesday.

Dubois and Lauvet (1996) examined the day-of-the-week effect for elevent
irdices from nine countries during 1969-1992 period, and found that retums
te lower at the beginning of the week (but not necessarily on Monday) for
t full period. However, the anomaly seems to disappear for the most recent
Fiod in the usa. [n the case of European countries, Hong Kong and roronto,
Geertheless, the effect is still strong.

A recent study by Chang, Pinegar and Ravichandran (1998) considered the- - influence of contemporaneous and lagged responses to macroeconomics
as in explaining us day-of-the-week effect. Macroeconomics news is
ro.G,red by movements in large firms stock prices. The average response of
d.? stocks to these movements is abnormally high on Mondays especially
hfun market. However, after corrections for these asymmetries are made,
ft lN day-of+he-week effect weakens substantially for most size-ranked
p *x in most of the 6 approximarely equal subperiods between 1962 afi,
np fb findings suggest that seasonals in processing macroeconomics news
m frr much of the day-of-the-week effect in equity returns.

L fu case of the Malaysian stock market, Md. Nasir and Mohamed

Ulm qbying New Straits Times Industrial index for a period from July
b December 1985, found the lowest mean return on Tuesday, the

m rcturn on Friday, and significant negative returns on Monday
A more recent study by Clare, Ibrahim and Thomas (1998),

mly the KLSE Composite Index from 1983 to 1993, found a
sipfficant negative Monday effect and a significant positive
nd Thursday effbct for the whole period. They believe that the
c-'se for the seasonal effects documented between 1983 and 1993,- cd o &e pre-1990 settlement procedures on the Kuala Lumpur

(mse), since it is found rhat after this date nearly all of the
tuirin in daily stock returns disappears.

of eis paper is to examine the existence of the day-of-the-
i fu Malaysian stock market, especially after the split between
Lqur Stock Exchange (rlsr) and the Stock Exchange of

Qinning in January, 1990, and the establishment of the new
also beginning in January 1990. Our study differs from

f,y o the Malaysian stock market by Md. Nasir and Mohamed
[h rays: (l) our study covers a period following the split

E"S d fu ses; (2) we employ all the main sectoral indices
ft fu rewly established indices of Emas and Second Board;

eqly xe statistical tests.
bbstdy by Clare, Ibrahim and Thomas (1998), our study

ir L ums of (1) the period of our study which cover mainly
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the period of the new settlement procedures, called the Fixed Delivery and

Settlement Sys0em (ross) which has been in operation since January 1990;

and (2) employment of more indices. It should be noted here that before the

introduction of the FDss, there used to be a trading period system whereby
a seller had up to Wednesday of the following week to deliver the share

certificate, whereas with the FDss, a selling client must deliver the share

certificate to his broker by 12:30 pm on the fourth market day after the date

of the transaction, i.e., day t+4 (see Yong (1995), pp.l46-147, for further
discussion on this issue).

DATA AND METHODOLOGY

The daily returns based on the rLse Composite index, the Second Board index

and the major sectoral indices of the KtsE, namely xl-sn industrials, KLSE

Finance, KLSE Tins, rrsr Properties and KLSr P.lantations, from January I 989

to December 1993 were used in this study. For the Emas index, the data are

from October 1991 (the month this index was introduced) to December 1993,

and for the Second Board index the data are from February 1991 (the

beginning of the index) to December 1993. The xrse Composite index
comprises of 85 blue-chip stocks (during the period of the study) of all
sectors of ttre rrse Main Board, the Emas index comprises of all stocks (over

300 of them) traded on the Main Board of the KLSE, the Second Board index

comprises of all stocks traded on the Second Board of the KLsE, the ru-se

Industrial consists of 30 industrial blue-chip stocks, and other indices consist
of all stocks listed in their respective sectors. All these indices are value-
weighted.

The daily return is computed as

[(Ij,) - Ij,,,)4...r1* IOOV,

where, I,,, is index j on day t, and I,,,_, is index j on day t-1.

If there is no trading (usually due to holiday) on any given day, then the

return on that day is dropped from our computation, i.e., considered as

missing value. In this case, the return for the day following the holiday is
computed based on the previously available trading day.

Specifically, the following hypotheses are tested:

1. the average retum for each day is significantly different from zero.

2. all average daily returns are equal.

3. all daily standard deviations are equal.

4. the average return for Monday or Friday is significantly different from
the average return for other days.

--
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5- there is a significant correlation between the negative return of Friday
and the return on the following Monday.

The first hypothesis is meant to find a particular day or days which
exhibit abnormal positive or negative returns. For this purpose, a t-test is
performed. The second hypothesis is meant to find out whether, in general,
lhere exists a pattern in the day of the week returns. This hypothesis is tested
using an F-test. The scheffe technique of multiple comparison is also used to
further investigate the results of the F-test, i.e., if the F-test indicates the
existence of unequal returns among some of days, then the Scheffe technique
can be used to identify which pairs of days are significantly diferent in terms
of their average returns.

The F-test for multiple comparison is more strict then the t-test in its
decision to rgject the null hypothesis of no difference in means (see Norusis
(1983)' p. 111, for further discussion). Day-of-the-week effect is an anomaly
of the weak form of the efficient market hypothesis (erran) which says that
movements in stock returns should be random, i.e., the existence of the day-
of-the-week effect contradicts the EMH. However, one should understand that
&e EI'IH is a general concept, and therefore, a more general test such as the
F-test is somewhat more appropriare to test the validity of the hypothesis.

The third hypothesis looks at the issue of inter-day volatility. To explore
lhis issue, the Brown-Forsythe modified Levene test for homogeneity of
variances is applied. The Brown-Forsythe modified Levene test statistic is
given by

I
a

ni (w; -, w..)LUlg-l)

If,i,1w,,- *)2)/ln-clj=li=l

where, wu = lYu- fil-ls ttre absolute difference between

the ith observation in the jth group and
the sample median of that jth group,

n
i;= .2rwi1/n1 :l^:l",mean 

of rhe absulute differences in
group J,

,,i/n is the overall mean common to all the
absolute differences.
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The F-statistic is distributed F"-,,*" under the null hypothesis of no differences

in variance. Actually, the stand;d F-test for variance equality is not robust

to departures from normaliry in *re data (Layard 1973). Connover et. al. (1981)

evaluated more than 50 procedures for testing the homogeneity of variance

hypothesis and concluded that a Brown-Forsythe (1974) modification of the

Levene (1960) test is among the most powerful and robust to violations in the

assumption of normalitY.

For the fourth hypothesis, our main purpose is to find out whether the

return on Friday is abnormally the highest compared to other days. At the

same time, we would like to know whether the Monday return is significantly

different from any other day. Again, in this case, a t-test is used. Finally, the

fifth hypothesis ii meant to find out whether a negative return on Friday will

have an adverse effect on the following Monday return, a contention put forth

by Jaffe, westerfield and Ma (1989), eventhough they actually contended that

low return on Monday follows the stock market decline the previous week,

i.e., they relate the low retum on Monday with the previous week's market

decline, whereas in our study we relate Monday return with the negative return

on the previous FridaY.

FTNDINGS

The average return for each day and its corresponding standard deviation are

shown in iable 1. Negative Monday returns are detected in the Kuala Lumpur

Stock Exchange (rrSe) Composite, the KLSE tins, and the KLSE Plantations.

Also, negative return occurs on Tuesday for the ffSE Industrials, a finding

consistenl with that of Md. Nasir and Mohamed (1987), who used the New

Straits Times Industrial Index, whereas in our study we use the KLSE

Industrial index. Friday returns seem to be the highest compared to other days

for all the indices, except for the Emas index, where the highest return is on

Monday, followed by Thursday and Friday. In general, wednesday seems to

registeithe second highest return, except for the Emas index, Composite index,

Industrial index and Finance index, where their returns on Thursday are higher

than retums on Wednesday. In general, the lowest returns seem to occur on

Monday, except for the Emas, Industdals, Finance and the Second Board

indices.
In terms of volatility of retums, the highest standard deviations occur on

Monday for Composite, Industrials, Finance, Properties, Tins and Plantations

indices. For the Emas index, the highest standard deviation occurs on

Tuesday, whereas for the Second Board it occurs on Wednesday. Fridays

registei the lowest standard deviation for the Composite, Industrials,

Properties, Tin, and Plantations indices. For the Emas index, the lowest

standard deviation takes place on Wednesday. For the Finance index, the lowest
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TABLE l. Mean (percent) and standard deviation (percent)
for each day of the week

3t

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday All Days

Cmposite -0.064 0.096
(r.53s) (t.t37)

Irtusn'ials 0.006 -0.014
(1.3s7) (1.024)

Enance 0.054 0.033
(1.763) (1.155)

Properties 0.002 0.015
(1.9e8) (1.3e8)

Tms -0.040 0.170
(2.12e) (t.e73)

Plmtations -0.062 0.031
(1.607) (1.146)

F'Hs 0.281** 0.103
(0.7s6) (0.876)

Sond Board 0.058 0.042
(1.449) (1.457)

0.143* 0.166*
(O.es3) (l.lls)

0.097 0.134*
(0.974) (1.067)

0.137 0.219**
(1.2s2) (1.24e)

0.208* 0.174
(1.570) (1.593)

0.209 0.163
(1.e69) (1.884)

0.163 0.149
(1.401) (1.2s6)

0.047 0.192**
(0.6e7) (0.78e)

0.238 0.161
(1.603) (1.28e)

0.190** 0.106
(0.878) (1.148)

0.212** 0.087
(0.886) (1.07s)

0.258** 0.140
(t.2s4) (1.3s3)

0.263** 0J32
(t.312) (1.5e6)

0.216* 0.144
(l.sso) (l.el0)

0.196** 0.096
(0.e74) (1.297)

0.189** 0.163
(0.7t4) (0.77t)

0.383** 0.177
(1.416) (1.448)

,ilil6: * Significant at the 5 per,cent level. "
** Significant at the I per cent level.

mdard deviation is on Tuesday, and for the Second Board index, it occurs
m Thursday.

As also indicated in Table l, the returns on Fridays are significantly
fiffercnt from zero for all the indices. For the Emas index, the returns for
ilflmday and Thursday are also significantly different from zero. Except for
thc Fmas index, the returns on Monday are not significantly different from
ao for all the indices. The returns on Tuesday are not significantly different
fiom zero for all the indices. on Thursday, the significant returns occur in 4
tm of 8 indices and on wednesday, the significant returns occur in 2 out of
frc 8 indices. In general, we can say that the abnormally highest returns take
@ce on Friday followed by Thursday. The returns on Monday and Tuesday
ua generally low.

we conducted an F-test to determine whether all average daily returns
rre equal. According to Norusis (1983, p. 111), a significant F-statistic
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indicates that the population means are probablV unequal without pinpointing

where the differences ll"''dJ[f;;' in" stnlm" test' which is a multiple

comparison pto""out"llt .t"J^i" ioentify which population means are

different from each ;;;"Thit procedure s"t''up more ttting"nt criteria for

declaring differences G'r""'ii inan a9'e^s^[re-utua ut"tt' Snedecor and

Cochran (1g67),u""oil'#'iJ^i'r"t"to ttqs3)' pointed out that there rs a

ililt-*':-:;*ii:::;:l*,1,'jJj:*";u,['"fr""*','J"];[l
manY comParisons aft

allpopulationm€ans#ffi 
i'1;;;':''{:'#"fl::rqffjirffiTff":::

*:::li;'n:T,k-'ffiffi ",'ll'1"#:'?;;'J';;dsignincance
levels will be less ** li"i'ir"J""i'o.zq. surJ on the problem cited above'

we choose an F-test '"'o"' 
if'* in" *our t-t"'i fot testing the existence of'a

generar pattern t tn" i"ni[*'n' *" :':]ty lh11"iltr'i5;;:#
ffi;;.'il indicated bv the l-:"t:li-":"^:.,i; ';;; at the 5 ier cent

;l;:l'*m*:i:,,'"ffi'":'.H;J?ffidliiililil;e5percent
level of significance' t, in general, the highest standard

.-***i:mf* i&Tf:[l'ff;;ry ildex consistentrv

;;;;1* ''" "Y"j:#l# *:*I"*il:lffj ilffi ::H#:] ;$"lt:
Table 3 shows the r

results indicate tnut u'i uJ*""' *" not "iu'J'u**' 
week-da13' for all the

indices'Actua,v'*#"i1"*'"''"1*"I"XiTffi ilffi",'"ili"":iH:I?:

*:*'x,;rrur*i'fl1f:^',fr1il":;;;il;''othertestsfor
homogeneity "' '*L""jn"'" 

ilut '" tt'"'cottlran C and the Bartlett-Box

TABLE 2. Analysis of variance for overall difference

in average re$rns among weekdaYs

MS (within)** F-Statistic @ P-Value

Index MS Between)*

ComPosite
Industrials
Finance
ProPerties

Tins
Plantations
Emas

Second Board

1.1044

2.2447
2-4143
3.5904
3.0939

3.23t6
1.2300

3.0048

1.3159

1.1536
1.8298

2.5376
3.6351

r.6713
0.59t2
2.0919

0.8393
t.9459
1.3522

t.4149
0.8511

1.9336

2.0805
1.4364

0.5002
0.1005

o-2484
0.2261

0.4928
0.1025

0.0816
0.2201

i

t
I
I
il

ft
H

H

r}

,,,'tu".H'.H[:ffitr;f '#-Tu,']Tixgression

; ffiHffi;ia'ia"i bv MS (within)'
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TABLE 3. Results of the Brown-Forsythe modified Levene
test (F-stat) for equality of variance

33

Index Variance Ratio* P-Value

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

rilfiar: * Variance ratio between largest variance and smallest variance.
** Significant at the I per cent level.

tgs for equity of variances, and the results are shown in the Appendix. Based
m these tests, only the Second Board index exhibits equality of variances at
th 5 per cent level of significance for both tests. For the Emas index, both

{s show equality of variances at the I per cent level of significance. For
dfirer indices, both tests indicate a significant difference in their variances.

The results of the independent t-test for comparing the mean returns
btt*'een Monday or Friday and other weekdays are shown in Table 4. As we
&rr see, the returns on Monday are not significantly different from the returns
m Tuesday for all the indices. In fact, in almost all instances, returns on
!&mday are not significantly different from the returns on other days at the
I per cent level of significance, ex.cept the return between Monday and
*dnesday for the Emas index. The results are in fact consistent with the F-
sn shown in Thble 2. However, putting the level of significance aside, based
o &e values of the t-statistic, in general, it seems that the largest mean
dftrences are between Monday and Friday.

Retums on Friday are not significantly different from all the other days
&r ell the indices at the 1 per cent level of significance, except the return
hreen Friday and ruesday for the Indushial index. Based on the t-statistics,
L geoeral, the smallest differences in mean returns are between Friday and
Thday.

Table 5 shows the correlations between the return on Monday and the
wrious Friday's return when return on Fridays is negative. Except for the
Emes index, all correlations are significant at the I per cent level. The results
m mnsistent with the notion put forth by Jaffe, westerfidld and Ma (19g9)
d elso by Jaffe and westerfield (1985), i.e., the existence of Monday effect
fo dhe Malaysian stock market, as in the case of u.s., canadian Australian and
r+mese stock markets. Emas index does not show significant correlation

Composite
Industrials
Finance

Prroperties

Trns
Flantations
F'nas

Second Board

42.929**
24.223**
13.765**
9.648**
7.627**

19.158**
7.126**

19.441**

3.058
2.339
2323
2.312
t.964
2.790
1.57',t

1.547
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TABLE 4. ?statistics for independent t-test between the mean return on Monday

(or Friday) and the mean return on other weekdays

Monday's retum compared with Fridays return compared with

TueThuTue

Composite

Industrials

Finance

Properties

Tin

Plantations

Emas

Second Board

-0.60
(0.s48)
o.20
(0.845)

0.18
(0.8s6)

-0.09
(0.928)

-1.16*
(o.245)
-0.70
(0.48s)
1.89*

(0.0se)

0.10*
(0.e21)

-t.w
(0.286)
-0.88
(0.37e)
-0.61
(0.s40)
-1.31
(0.lel)
-1.39*
(0.166)

-1.71

(0.088)

2.80*
(0.00s)
-1.03*
(0.305)

-1.21

(0.277)
-t.20

(0.231)

-1.22
(0.221)
-1.09
(0.278)
- l. l5*
(0.24e)
-t.67

(0.095)
1.00*

(0.318)
-0.66*
(0.511)

-1.49
(0.138)

-2.04
(0.042)

-1.48
(0.140)
-1.76

(0.07e)
-1.70

(0.08e)
-2.3t
(0.22)

1.09*
(0.276)

-1.98*
(0.04e)

1.49
(0.138)

2.44
(0.042)

1.48
(0.140)

t.76
(0.079)

1.70
(01089)

2.3t
(0.022)
-1.09*
(0.276)

1.98*
(0.049)

1.03

(0.304)

2.68
(0.008)

2.10*
(0.037)

2.08*
(0.038)

0.43
(0.66e)

t.97
(0.50)

0.93*
(0.351)

2.W*
(0.039)

0.54*
(0.s89)

1.39*
(0.164)
1.06*

(0.291)

o.43
(0.665)

0.17
(0.864)

0.40
(0.689)

0.175*
(0.082)

0.84*
(0.404)

o.24
(0.812)

0.89
(o.374)

0.31*
(0.7ss)

0.70
(0.486)

0.49
(0.s66)

0.57
(0.s66)
-0.04*
(0.967)

1.43*
(0.rs4)

Notes: P-value are shown in the parentheses.
* Using pooled variance estimate.

TABLE 5. Correlation between return on Monday and the previous week Fridays

retum when return on Friday is negative

Index

Mean return on Number of
Monday (per cent) observations Correlation

Composite
Industrials
Finance
Properties
Tin
Plantations
Emas

Second Board

-0.064

0.006
0.054
0.002
-0.040
-0.062
0.281
0.058

98

97

105

lll
126
rt4
43

6r

0.3483*
o.3342*
0.2407*
0.3490*
0.2265*
0.2805*
0.0619
o.4933*

Note: * Significant at the I per cent level.
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i;rfqts dre to its abnormally high return on Monday which is an abnor-
trmpared to other indices.

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATION

ntB lrry)er we examine the issue of day-of-the-week effect in the case of
ft Elaysian stock market. Overall, we find that there seems to be an

F-ny high retum on Fridays, and a low retum on Mondays, a pattern
qltmsistent with the markets in the West. However, after running a few
ffice [€sts, we find that this phenomenon proved to be insignificant. Our
ffir ae in contradiction with those of Md. Nasir and Mohamed (1987)

rs conducted before the split between the KLSE and the Srs. On the
hrd, our results seem somewhat in line with the findings of the study

Ibrahim and Thomas (1998) that the seasonal variation in daily stock
dsappears after the introduction of the new settlement procedures,

ft mss, in 1990. This means that the Malaysian stock market has
me efficient (in the week sense of the euu) after the introduction
T[e settlement procedures as an explanation to the existence of the

effect has been discussed by Hawawini and Keim (1995),
Our results indicate that the KLSE is efficient in the weak sense.

hdough our study shows day-of-the-week effect phenomenon is not
in the Malaysian stock market, further investigation can still

rxrt on a number of areas especially when our study is still only
Rrture research can look at subsample pattems of the day-of-the-

rftrf odrer than industry sectors, as in the case of our study. The day-
effect can be further studied on particular segments in the market

Fr example, is there day-of-the-week effect in January versus non-
snsll vs15us large stocks, liquid versus illiquid stocks, and first-half

hnaE months (Wang, Li & Erickson (1997))? A much longer time
d sody can also be chosen.

th seems to be significant correlations between negative Friday
d Monday returns across sectors, except for the Emas sector. Yong
h shown that, using regression analysis and Granger causality test,
pt'rmance of the us market, and to a lesser degree the Saturday's

of the Japanese market, do influence the Mondays performance
market. Perhaps the end-of-the-week performances of these

markets which influence the Mondays performance of the
EFtr sock market. Further research can still be carried out in this area,
ill"-g factors that might explain this seemingly significant correlation
h ryative Friday returns and Monday returns. We can only postulate
iltlrrElive kiday's return can possibly lead to a pessimistic view on the

[Idb investors' view on the Monday's retum.
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Is there a size effect related to the day-of-the-week effect in our study?

As mentioned in the data and methodology section of our paper stocks listed

on the Second Board (represented by the rcsr Second Board Index) are those

of small companies, and stocks listed on the Main Board (represented by the

Emas Index) are those of big companies. The results of the F-test for both are

insignificant which means that size has no influence on the existence of the

day-of-the-week effect.

In some cases, we find that the results of our tests on the Emas Index are

different from other indices, which we believe need some clarifications. In

the Emas index, the stocks are a combination of both blue chips and lower

liner stocks (stocks of smaller yet riskier companies) since this index

comprises of all stock traded on the Main Board of the rrse. other indices

are comprised of mainly selected stocks or commonly known as blue chips,

i.e., stocks of big and stable companies. We believe that the difference in

results, more or less, is due to this factor.

What is the significance of this kind of" study to a practitioner or to an

investor in the market? For one thing, the findings of this study seem to

reinforce the idea of an efficient market even in a small and emerging stock

market, like the Malaysian stock market, which means that it is quite difficult
for an investor to make an abnormal return in the Malaysian stock market

because the movements in the stock returns are random. However, if we look

at the results more closely, there seems to be ways for us to avoid from losing

money, especially when we know that the negative returns on Friday do have

some influence on Mondays' performances.

APPENDIX l. Results of equality of variance tests using

Cochran C and Bartlett Box F-tests

Index Cochran C P-Value Bartlett- P-Value
Box F

Composite
Industrials
Finance
Properties
Tin
Plantations
Emas

Second Board

0.3586
0.3191
0.3400
o.3t49
o.2494
0.3093
0.2593
0.2457

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.007

0.000
0.016
0.082

25.413
13.937

16.037

14.036
7.798

19.355

2.530
t.821

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.039
0.t22
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